DENNIS LLOYD MARTIN DISAPPEARANCE CASE of June 14, 1969
http://www.lifesblessings.ca/disappear-dennis-martin-case.htm
EMAIL from psychic Xxxx:
Hi Eleanor,
exactly as I heard it - before I ever
checked any websites or your email links
03/24/2017
Xxxx Xxxx, Psychic Medium [Listed by Bob
Olson as a psychic detective]
Session notes below typed by medium:
- Original questions posed by Xxxx to Dennis
- Direct statement from Dennis
- Description of what Xxxx saw or perceived, from Dennis' non-verbal transmissions
- Comments by Eleanor
1. God's peace and blessings to you, Dennis. You are missed!
Smile, I am by your side, and I see a red hair lady
[Eleanor comment: If Dennis is speaking about me, I am red-haired]
2. Dennis, there are people who have been investigating wilderness disappearances for
many years, but so far, little is known from these investigations.
Shame, field, search, dig earth, find
Can you tell us what happened to you on June 14, 1969, at Spence Field on the
Appalachian Trail?
Murder, lots to listen to, (not shut up?) (can't investigate what not found). Drug
[dragged?], basin, (seeing water don't feel he's in it) down by the river, soothing river,
trail, nothing behind.
feel a mother and a daughter. I see the word rotting (think he's talking about him and
missing a woman and a feels to be a daughter and possibly more than one child)
Mountain attack. Mountain Lion. Den. Specs (glasses??) feel they are find-able.
See teeth, and see the word rotting again.

3. Dennis, from where you are right now, are you able to tell us anything about the thousands
of other wilderness disappearances?
can't bring back alive. (put) dog in the woods, smell
4. Are you aware of the "bigfoot people?"
NO. rotting teeth. Dog stolen.
If he is aware he sees them as dogs or a mountain lion and I don't feel he saw his death
coming it was a total shock - also see it was violent, drug [dragged?] down and killed whatever it is it was an animal or just like an animal (emphatic about this).
I feel there is a clan or area where they are - not 'all over' but more in certain locations,
and certain trails. they smell, very bad. Feels almost rabid.
I don't see any language but there is some kind of sound like a howl.
I see a lot of ghosts (Spirits who have passed) and a need for security on the trail. Thisdimensional (not big foot) - in other words they are real/present (big foot is other
dimensional and also real yet comes in and goes out powerfully).
they may be alien, or from another planet. getting a yes on this. possibly inner earth
being. malevolent.
[Eleanor's comment: I sense the emphatic NO from Dennis is not his denying that he
knows about the bigfoot people, but rather that bigfoot people are not responsible for his
abduction and murder. This might be confirmed in any future contacts.]
Do you know how often they might be involved in wilderness disappearances?
? Every day ? Night - not at night
5. Do you have advice you would like to give to wilderness disappearance investigators?
yes, down hill, basin, dig trench, see inside. I also see (unsure what means) the word
green field - and the word California?? (looked up is a town in California - feeling the word
disapperance around it, check there?? (means something feels to the investigators) also
seeing Wisconsin. Seeing hillslide. and 'sunny side up'. look deeper.
6. Thank you very much for talking to us. We continue to pray for the best things for you
and your family.
Cherish cookies (I see he visits with you often)
[Eleanor's comment: I never have cookies in my apartment, therefore Dennis may
have been speaking about someone else.]
=== END OF SESSION ===

